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1 Introduction 
Stochastic networks have gained a wide popularity over the last decades in 
telecommunication, computer performance evaluation and flexible manu-
facturing. Most notably, explicit product form expressions and related in-
sensitivity properties have been intensively investigated (cf. [3, 4, 11, 
14, 40] . Generally, these expressions rely upon assumptions such as Pois-
sonian arrivals, exponential services, special service disciplines (e.g. 
processor sharing) and reversible or state independent routing. Such 
assumptions are typically not met in practice. Simulation, numerical or 
approximative techniques are then to be used. As these techniques can be 
computationally expensive, robustness or sensitivity results with respect 
to system input data are of interest. 
Particularly, the distributional forms of interarrival and service times 
are a key-factor for both computational and sensitivity results. As these 
forms are usually obtained by experimental data inaccuracies are naturally 
involved. Error bound results on the effect of distributional imprecisions 
are thus of natural interest. Conversely, for simulation or approximation 
purposes robustness results may provide one flexibility in choosing con-
venient distributional forms (for example Weibull (easily invertible) or 
Erlang (Markov chain analysis)). 
Perturbation or sensitivity analysis has recently enjoyed considerable at-
tention in connection with simulation (cf. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 24 25]). 
This analysis, however, provides sensitivity bounds based on simulated 
sample path outcomes and does not secure a priori bounds. Moreover, only a 
number of system parameters and not total distributional forms are hereby 
studied. Analytic perturbation or related truncation results that provide 
one a priori error bounds for stationary characteristics have also been 
obtained (e.g. [12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 29, 35]). Without exception though 
these are all concerned with discrete state Markov chains, while no ana-
logues have been reported for continuous state Markov chains as the present 
paper requires. Alternatively, for particular examples insensitive bounds 
have been established by modifying the original system in insensitive 
product forms systems (cf. [28, 30, 31]). This technique, however, is 
limited to special systems and does not apply to interarrival times. 
Moreover, these bounds are merely first quick indicators and do not secure 
orders of accuracy for small data perturbations. 
This paper provides an analytical tooi to conclude explicit a priori error 
bounds for the amount of sensitivity due to imprecisions in distributional 
data for interarrival and service times. The essential step to this end is 
the estimation of so-called bias terms of an underlying reward structure. 
Such estimates have recently been established for various discrete state 
queueing network applications, cf. [31, 32, 34, 36]. The present applica-
tion though requires a continuous state description and bias-terms esti-
mates in that case do not seem to be available. To illustrate how this can 
be established analytically in concrete multi-dimensional situations, a 
Jacksonnian network with a nonexponential renewal input is studied in 
detail. 
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2 General model 
For presentational convenience we first consider the closed case. The open 
case will be illustrated by the Jacksonian application. 
Consider a closed stochastic network with a fixed nuraber of M jobs, 
numbered 1,...,M. At any moment the state of the system is represented by 
(L.T) 
where 
L = (Q1,...,aM) 
T - (tx tM) 
denotes for each job i its current status a^eS, with S some countable set 
and time (age) tA after the last service completion of this job. 
Example (Queueing Network) In a queueing network we can have: a^ -'Cr.j.p) 
denoting for job i its current type number r, the station j at which it is 
present and the queueing position p while tA is the time that it has 
already been present at this station. 
Law of motion The system dynamics are determined by the system 
characteristics 
Fa(.) : distribution functions 
SiCfLjT]) : service rates (speeds) 
pA (a'| [L,T]) : transition probabilities 
as follows. When a job changes its jobmark ih 2 it requires a random amount 
of service with distribution function F^ . When the system is in state 
[L,T] , the service rate i.e. the amount of service per unit of time pro-
vided to job i is si([L,T]). When the system is in state [L,T] and job i 
completes its service, its jobmark is changed in a' with probability 
Pi(a'|[L,T]). 
Remarks 
1. Note that the service rate for a particular job in a particular state can 
be equal to zero. This naturally arises for instance in a queueing 
network with FCFS-service stations, as will be illustrated in the example 
below. 
2. Clearly, the above parametrization could have been combined in one 
service completion rate function. However, the present more detailed 
formulation is preferred as it corresponds more naturally to queueing 
network protocols. 
Example (Queueing Network) Consider a closed queuing network with N first-
come first-served (FCFS)-single server service stations and M numbered 
jobs. A job requires random amounts of service at the various stations, say 
at station j according to a distribution function G, . The service rate at 
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station j is s,(n,,t,) when Uj jobs are present while the job in service 
has received already tj units of service. (The service rate thus depends on 
the total amount of residual workload at this station). Upon service com-
pletion at station j a job routes to station k with probability Pjk,(n,t) 
where n - (nx , . . . ,nN) and t = (t1 tN). (Age and workload dependent 
routing as well as blocking are hereby involved). 
Let a = (i,j,p) denote the job-number i of a job, the station number j at 
which it is present and the position p at this station that it occupies, 
where p — 1 represents the head of the queue. Also, read 1{A} - 1 if an 
event A is satisfied and 1{A) - 0 if not. The above parametrization then 
applies with 
Fa - Gj 
Si([L,T]) - sj-dij.tj) l(p-l) 
Pi(a'|[L,T]) =pjk>(n,t) l(a'-(i,k,p)) D 
The following assumptions are made in order to define a convenient 
transformation. 
Assumptions 
1. For all Q, the function Fa(t) is absolute continuous for t€(0,«) with 
density function fa(t). Hence, its failure rate is well-defined by 
fa(t)/[l-Fa(t)] for all tG(0,«). We introducé the notation: 
(1) diÜL.T]) =
 Si([L,T]) fQ (t^/tl-Fa (t^)] 
i i 
2. For some constant B < « and all [L,T]: 
(2) d([L,T]) - Sj djdL.T]) < B 
Uniformized model We now define a related continuous-time Markov chain 
model as follows. At exponential times with parameter Q the system will 
have a jump. For v > 0 let T+v denote the vector (tx+v, t2+v, . . . , tM+v). If 
directly after the last jump the system was in state [L,T] while the next 
jump will take place after time v, by this next jump with probability 
(3) pv([L,T], [L',T']) - djdL.T+v]) Pi (a'| [L,T+v] )/Q 
the system will change in state [L',T'] with aj-ojj and tj=tj+v for j^ i but 
a[*=a' and t^-0, for all i=l M, while with probability 
(4) l-d([L,T+v])/Q 
only the ages are updated, i.e. the state will change in [L,T+v]. 
Without restriction of generality, assume that both the original and the 
above uniformized model have a unique density stationary distribution at 
one and the same irreducible set R which we denote by ^(L.T) and 7r2(L,T) 
respectively. The following lemma is proven in [36]. 
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Lemma 1.1 
Tl ( • ) = T 2 ( • ) • 
2 Sensitivity bounds 
Consider a similar perturbed stochastic network with the characteristics 
Fa(.), S i(.), Pi(.|.) 
replaced by 
Fa(.), S i(.), Pi(.|.) 
And without restriction of generality assume that (1) and (2) hold again 
with the same value Q. Then by virtue of lemma 1, its stationary distribu-
tion, denoted by TT(.), is also determined by the uniformized model with 
the above substitutions. From now on, we will always denote an expression 
for this perturbed system with an upper bar symbol ' -' , while the symbol 
'(-)'is used when both the original and perturbed model are meant. 
Let R(L,T) be some reward function and define functions Vn(.) and Vn (.) 
for n=0,1,2... by V0(.)=V0(.)=0 and for n=0,1,2,...: 
(5) (V^+1(L,T) =(R)(L1T)+oJa,Qe--QS[L,T,j(p^([L1T],[L',T'])(V^(L',T')dv 
where it is to be noted that the summation over [L',T'] for fixed value v 
actually comes down to summation over all possible components i which 
determines which component will change or, [L',T'] = [L,T+v]. In words that 
is, Vn(L,T) represents the total expected reward over n exponential periods 
with parameter Q under the one-step transition structure pv(.,.) and one-
step rewards R.(. , .) and given the initial state [L,T] at time 0. Now assume 
that for some initial state [L0,T0] 
(6) (g }- lim § CVN(L 0,T 0) 
exists and is well-defined. As R(.) represents a one-step reward per period 
of expected length Q"x, the values g then represent an expected reward 
per unit of time when the system is in equilibrium. For example, for some 
given reward rate function r (L,T) we can have 
(7) V(L,T) -
 of Qe-vQ(r\(L,T+v)dv 
as corresponding to a reward measurement just prior to jumps, or 
V(L,T) -
 Qf Qe-vQ tor(r)(L,T+s)ds]dv 
as a reward rate measurement continuously in time. The following key-
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theorem can now be formulated. Herein, let [P-P]([.,.],[.,•']) 
P([.,.],[.,.'])-P<[.,.],[•,.']>• 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that for some Ax ,A2 > 0 and all [L,T], n > 0: 
(8) |S [ P - P ] ( [ L , T ] , [ L ' , T ' ] ) [ V n ( L ' , T ' ) - V n ( L , T ) ] | < Ax /Q 
i ij , 1 J 
(9) J R ( L , T ) - R ( L , T ) | < A , / Q . 
Then 
(10) | g - g j < Ax+A2 
Proof By virtue of (6): 
(11) (Vn+1-Vn+1)([L,T]) = [R(L,T) - R(L,T)] + 
ƒ Qe-^I i[L ' , T' ] pv([L,T],[L',T'])-pv([L,T])[L',T']) Vn(L',T') + 
I [ L < > T I ] Pv([L,T],[L'>T'])[Vn(L',T') - Vn(L',T')]}dv 
Noting that 
we have 
l[LiTi){-pU[L,T], [L',T']> - 1, 
(12) E 
v
 ^[L' ,T' ] 
pv([L,T],[L',T']) " pv([L,T],[L',T']) Vn(L',T') -
[L'.T'] pv([L,T],[L',T']) - pv([L,T],[L',T']) 
[Vn(L',T')-Vn(L,T)] 
Substituting (12) in (11) and applying (8) yields for any [L,T]: 
7n+i - sup[L;T]|Vn+1(L,T)-Vn+1(L,T)| < 
f Are-vQ dv + A^"1 + suptL.i.r.]IVII(L'lT')-Vn(L',T')] < 7„ + [A1+A2]Q-1. 
Iterating this expression for n=N-l,...,0 and substituting V0(.) 
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vo(-) = ° gives for any [L,T]: 
|VN(L,T) - V N(L,T)| < [N/Q][A1+A2]. 
Insertlng [L,T]-[L0,T0] and applying (7) completes the proof. • 
Gorollary 2.1 Let 
R(.) = R(-) 
Si(.) - Si(.) < S 
(13) 
Pi(-I-) - Pi(.|.) 
(-) (-) (-) 
h (t) = f (.)/[l-F (t)] 
a a a 
and assume that for some constants 5 and C > 0: 
(14) |h (t) - h (t)| < 5 
a a 
(15) |Vn(L',T') - Vn(L,T)| < C 
for all a and n,t > 0 and [L',T'] with (a, , tj ) - (a^.tj) for js^ i while 
tj^^ for some ie{l, . . . ,n} . Then 
(16) |i-si < 5CS D 
Remark 2.1 (Monotonicity results) The proof can almost reread identically 
to conclude monotonicity results of the fora 
g < g or g > g 
when (8) holds without absolute values and the right hand side replaced by 
< 0 or > 0. Monotonicity results for queueing networks have been exten-
sively studied over the last decade such as with respect to the number of 
servers or jobs. (e.g. [1, 2, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 36, 38, 39]). 
Monotonicity results with respect to distributional forms though are limit-
ed to some results for simple Erlang type facilities (cf. [22, 38]). As 
such, the above result in monotonicity form would be an extended form of 
possible interest. The primary focus herein however are error bounds. 
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3 Application: A Jackson network with non-exponential input 
To illustrate how the necessary condition (8) or (15) can be verified in 
concrete situations, this section investigatese a particular application: A 
finite tandem line. As a non exponential input is a realistic phenomenon 
but also known to be a key-factor for the failure of an explicit product 
form result., we partlcularize this application to a non-exponential input 
while for convenience of presentation services are assumed to be exponen-
tial. 
The system under study is an open two station tandem line with a finite 
capacity constraint of no more than N jobs. Jobs arrive at the system 
according to a renewal input with interarrival (renewal) distribution F(.). 
When the system is saturated, i.e. n=N where n is the number of jobs al-
ready present, an arriving job is rejected and lost. Otherwise it enters 
station 1. After service completion at station 1 a job instantly routes to 
station 2 and after service completion at station 2 it directly leaves the 
system. When ^ jobs are present at station i the rate at which jobs are 
completed is fii(ni), where nt (nA) is assumed to be non-decreasing, i-1,2. 
(Services are thus assumed to be exponential). 
The state of the system can be described by [n,t] where n=(n1,n2) denotes 
the number nt at station i-1.,2 and where t is the time after the last 
arrival. The results of section 2 do not apply directly as the number of 
jobs is not fixed and external arrivals are involved. A way to include open 
models in the description of section 2 is to let arriving jobs be assigned 
an arrival number, to be included in the status a of a job, and to use a 
special number 0 to describe an external job which can enter the system or 
which is created when a job leaves the system. However, for the special 
system under consideration, we prefer to give a somewhat more direct 
version. More precisely, consider the system described above but with the 
interarrival distribution modified in F(.) and let 
( - ) ( - ) ( - ) 
h(t) - f(t)/[l - F(t)] 
be the corresponding arrival failure rates for the original and modified 
system, which are assumed to be well-defined for all te(0,«>). 
Now, with 
(r}(n,T+v) - (h} (t+v)/Q 
and 
(-> 
(17) Q > supt 2 h (t) + supstA*i(n1) + M2(n2)], 
(-) . 
for Z-0,1,2,... define functions Vz(n,t) as per (5) and (7). 
More precisely, define V0(.)=0 and 
(18) ( V ^ + 1 ( n , t ) = 
0P e~vQ { V ( t + v ) l { n < N ) + < h ) ( t + v ) ( v i ( n + e 1 , 0 ) + 
(- ) (- ) . 
[Mi (n i ) Vm (n-e-L+e;, , t+v)+/ i 2 ( n 2 ) Vm ( n - e 2 , t + v ) ] + 
( - ) ( - ) . 1 
[Q - h ( t + v ) - / ^ ( ü i ) - M 2 ( n 2 ) ] V m ( n , t + v U dv . 
The values g as defined by 
(19) (g> - lim f^fl | CVZ (0,0), 
where 0=(0,0), then represent the total system throughput, that is the 
mean number of accepted jobs or system departures per unit of time, when 
the system is in equilibrium. Now similarly to theorem 2.1 and using the 
fact that the systems differ in only their arrival failure rates, we can 
prove 
Result 3.1 
(20) |g - g| < 5[1+C] 
when for all n+e1 and m,t>0): 
(21) |h(t) - h(t)| < 5 
(22) |Vm(n+ei,0) - Vm(n,t)| < C 
As condition (21) is determined by the system data or modeling, the essen-
tial condition to be verified is (22). The following result proves the 
concrete simple estimate C=l when the arrival failure rate is monotone non-
decreasing. 
Result 3.2. Assume that h(t) is nondecreasing in t. Then for all n, t, s, 
i and z: 
(23) 0 < SsVz(n,t) = v2(n,t+s) - Vz(n,t) < 1 
(24) 0 > AiVz(n,t) = Vz(n+ei,t) - Vz(n,t+s) > -1 
(25) 0 > A2V2(n,t) - Vz(n+e2,t) - Vz(n,t+s) > -1 
(26) 0 > A3Vz(n,t) = Vz(n+e1,t) - Vz(n+e2,t+s) > -1 
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Froof. This will be given by induction to z. Clearly, (23)-(26) hold for 
z=0 as V0(.)=0. Suppose that (23)-(26) hold for z=m. Below we will then 
express Vm+1 in Vm by means of (18). Before doing so it is noted in advance 
that in the derivations that will follow some terms are artificially added 
and substracted (e.g. h(t+s+v)-h(t+v) in (27) and /^  (^+1) -nx (nx) in (28)) 
or artifically split (e.g. h(t+s+v) in h(t+v) + [h(t+s+v)-h(t+v)] in (27) 
and /ji(ni+l) - fix (nt) + [^(^+1) - nL (nA) ] in (28)) in order to compare 
corresponding terms pairwise with equal coefficients. Further, as the 
detailed technicalities are slightly different but crucial, the derivations 
will be given in full detail for all inequalities to be proven. 
(27) 5sVm+1(n,t) = 
= fC°e"vQ ih(t+s+v) 1 + J
 1 {n<N} 
o v 
h ( t + V ) 1{n<N} Vm(n+el.°) + 
[h(t+s+v) - h(t+v)] l{n<N}Vm(n+ei,o) + 
Mi (n1)Vm(n-e1+e2,t+s+v) + n2 (n2)Vm(n-e2,t+s+v) + 
[Q-h(t+s+v)l{n<N} - pl(n1) - nz(nz)} Vm(n,t+s+v)| dv 
f e - v Q ^ 
h ( t + v ) l { n < N ) V m ( n + e l f o ) + 
h(t+v) 1 + 
1
 {n<H} 
[h(t+s+v) - h(t+v)]l Vm(n,t+v) + 
{ n < N } 
Mi •(n1)Vm(n-e1+e2, t+s+v) + fi2 (n2 )Vm (n-e2 , t+v) + 
[Q-h(t+s+v)l{n<N} - Mi(ni) - M n 2 ) l vm(n>t+v)} d v 
^ e " " 0 / [h (t+s+v) -h( t+v)] l{n<H} + 
[h(t+s+v)-h(t+v)] l{n<N} A[t+vlVm(n,0) + 
Mi(ni) 5sVm(n-e1+e2 , t+v) + /i2 (n2 ) 5sVm (n-e2 , t+v) + 
[Q-h(t+s+v) l{n<N} - M n i ) - M2(n2)] SsVm(n,t+v)} j dv. 
Now note that by induction hypothesis (24) for z=m, the second term between 
braces {. ) in the latter expression can be negative but is estimated from 
below by -[h(t+s+v)-h(t+v)] l { n < N}. By combining this negative estimate 
with the first positive term, which is exactly the same up to sign, apply-
ing the induction hypothesis 5sVm(.)>0 and recalling (23), one concludes: 
5sVm(.)>0. To estimate the latter expression from above by 1, delete the 
second term which is nonpositive by induction assumption, apply the induc-
tion hypothesis 5sVm(.)<l and note that all terms between braces {.} now 
sum up to 1 by virtue of (17) . Inequality (23) is hereby verified for 
z=m+l. 
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To verify (24), again we will apply (18) where the remarks made above are 
recalled. We then obtain: 
(28) AiVm(n,t) 
r V v Q < h(t+v) 1 + 
0
J
 l {n+KN} 
h ( t + v ) 1 Vm(ri+e1+e1 ,0 ) + 
V
 ' { n + l < N } m V 1 1 ' ' 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] 1 Vm(n+e, , t + v ) + 
1
 '
 J J
 { n + K N } m 1 
h ( t + v ) 1 Vm(ri+e, , t+v ) + 
' { n + l = N } m V 1 ' ' 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + i = N } V m ( n + e i , t + v ) + 
[ M x d h + l ) - M n i ) ] V m ( n + e 2 , t + v ) + 
M n i ) V m ( n + e 2 , t + v ) + p 2 (n 2 ) Vm (n+ex - e 2 , t+v) + 
[Q-h ( t+s+v) -M! ( n x + l ) -y.z (n 2 ) ]Vm (n+ei , t+v ) J- dv 
/ V ^ \ h ( t + s + v ) l { n + 1 < N } + h ( t + s + v ) l { n + 1 = N } + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 < N } V m ( n + e i , 0 ) + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 = N } V m ( n + e i ) 0 ) + 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } V m ( n + e l t 0 ) + 
f h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 = N ) V n ( n + e 1 , 0 ) + 
[ M i h + D - A t i O * ! ) ] V m ( n , t + s + v ) + 
Ati(nx) Vm(n-e1+e2 , t+s+v) + fiz(nz) Vm (n-e2 , t+s+v). + 
[Q-h(t+s+v)-/i1(n1+l)-M2(n2)] Vm(n, t+s+v) \ dv 
J " V v Q j [ h ( t + v ) - h ( t + s + v ) ] l { n + 1«.H } - h ( t + s + v ) l { n + 1 = N } + 
o L 
h ( t + v ) l { n + l e K } A°x V m ( n , 0 ) + 
h(t+v) l{n+1=N} S[t+V] Vm(n+e110} + 
[h (t+s+v)-h( t+v)] l{n+1<N} 5[t + v ] Vn(n+e1,-0) + 
[h( t+s+v)-h( t+v)] l{n+1 = N } 5[t + v ] tK.0) + 
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[^(i^+l)-/^^)] A2 Vm(n,t+v) + 
H1(n1) Ai Vm(n-e1+e2,t+v) + 
M2(n2) Ai Vm(n-e2 , t+v) ] + 
[Q-h(t+s+v)-Ml(ni+l)-M2(n2)] A* Vm (n, t+v) | dv. 
Here note all 6[t+v] Vm(.) are nonnegative by induction hypothesis (23) for 
z=m, but estimated from above by 1. As a consequence, by substituting these 
upper estimates, combining them with the first two negative terms, which 
are exactly equal to their coefficients up to sign, applying the induction 
hypotheses A2Vm(.)<0 and A: Vm(.)<0 and recalling (17), we conclude: 
Ai Vm+i(.)<0. To estimate the latter expression from below by -1, delete 
all 5[t+v] Vm(.)-terms, which are nonnegative by induction assumption, 
apply the induction hypotheses A2 Vm(.)>-1 and A^  Vm(.)>-1 and note that 
all terms between braces {.} now sum up to -1 by virtue of (17). 
Inequality (24) is hereby verified for z=m+l. 
To prove (25), we obtain similarly to (27): 
(29) A2 Vro(n,t) 
o 
f° e"vQ I h(t+v) l { n + 1 < N } + 
o 
h( t+v) l { n + 1 < N } Vm(n+ei+e2 ,0) + 
h( t+v) l { n + 1 = N } Vm(n+e2 , t+v) + 
[h ( t+s+v) -h ( t+v) ] l { n + i < N } Vm(n+e2 , t+v) + 
[h ( t+s+v) -h ( t+v) ] l { n + 1 = N } Vm(n+e2 , t+v) + 
[ / i 2 (n 2 +l)-M 2 (n 2 ) ] Vm(n,t+v) + 
M i ( n i ) v m ( n - e i + e 2 + e 2 . t + v > + 
^2(n2> Vm(n,t+v) + 
[ Q - h ( t + s + v ) - M l ( n i ) - M 2 ( n 2 + l ) ] Vm(n,t+v)J- dv 
fe'vQ I h( t+s+v) l { n + i < N } + h(t+s+v) l { n + i = N} + 
h( t+v) l { n + 1 < K } Vm(n+ei,0) + 
h( t+v) l { n + i = N } V m (n+ e i ,0 ) + 
[h ( t+s+v) -h ( t+v) ] l { n + i < N } Vm(n+ei,0) + 
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[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 = N } V m ( n + e l f O ) + 
[ p 2 ( n 2 + l ) - A j 2 ( n 2 ) ] V m ( n , t + s + v ) + 
^ i ( n i > V m ( n - e x + e 2 , t+s+v) + p 2 ( n 2 ) V m ( n - e 2 , t + s + v ) + 
[ Q - h ( t + s + v ) - ^ 1 ( n 1 ) - M 2 ( n 2 + l ) ] Vra (ri, t+s+v) j dv 
f° e'vQ | [ h ( t + v ) - h ( t + s + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } - h ( t + s + v ) l { n + 1 = N } + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 < N } A lV m ( n+ e 1 , 0 ) + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 = N } [ - A ^ + v ^ ^ O ) ] + 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } [ - A ^ t + v 3 V m ( n , 0 ) ] + 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 = N } [-A^t+v]Vm(n,0)} + 
[M2 ( n 2 + l ) -M2 (n 2 ) ] [Ss Vm ( n , t+v ) ] + 
MiCnj.) A |V m ( r i -e 1 +e 2 , t+v ) + 
/ j 2 ( n 2 ) A | V m ( n - e 2 , t+v ) + 
t Q - h ( t + s + v ) - M l (nx ) -/22 ( n 2 + l ) ] AiVm ( n , t + v ) j dv . 
Now note that all -A3Vm(.)-terms are nonnegative as per induction 
hypothesis (26) for z=m but estimated from above by 1. Hence, as in (27) by 
substituting this upper estimates, combining them with the first two 
negative terms which are exactly equal to their coefficients up to sign 
applying the induction hypotheses -5sVm(.)<0 and A|Vm(.)^0 and recalling 
(17) we conclude AfVm+1(.)<0. 
Conversely, as before, by deleting the nonnegative -A§Vm(.) terms applying 
-5sVm(.)>-l and A|Vm(.)>-l as per hypotheses and noting that all terms be-
tween braces then sum up to -1 by virtue of (17) we obtain A|Vm+1(. )>-l. 
Inequality (25) is thus proven for z=m+l. 
Finally, again as in (28) we conclude: 
(3.0) A3Vm(n,t) = 
QP e"vQ |h(t+v) l{n + 1<N} + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 < N } V m ( n + e 1 + e 1 , 0 ) + 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } V m ( n + e 1 , t + v ) + 
[ / i i d i i + l ) - / * ! ^ ) ] V m ( n + e 2 , t + v ) + Mi (nx )Vm (n+e 2 , t+v ) + 
[ / i 2 ( n 2 + l ) - / i 2 ( n 2 ) ] V m ( n + e 1 , t + v ) + /x2 (n 2 )Vm (n+e1 - e 2 , t+v ) + 
- 14 -
[Q - h(t+s+v) l{n+1<N}-Ml(n1+l)-/i2(n2+l)] Vm (n+ex , t+v)| dv 
f e'vQ |h(t+s+v) l{n+1<N} + 
h ( t + v ) l { n + 1 < N } V m ( n + e 1 + e 2 , 0 ) + 
[ h ( t + s + v ) - h ( t + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } VB - (n+e 1+e 2 >0) + 
[At 1 (n 1+1)-A»i(n 1 ) ] Vm (n+e 2 , t+s+v)+/ i 1 (nx ) V m ( n - e 1 + e 2 + e 2 , t + s+v ) + 
[ / i 2 ( n 2 + l ) - A t 2 ( n 2 ) ] Vm(n, t+s+v) + fi2 (n 2 ) Vm (n , t+s+v) + 
[Q - h ( t + s + v ) l { n + 1 < N } - P iC t i i+ l ) - / i 2 ( n 2 + l ) ] V m ( n + e 2 , t+ s+v) j d v 
f° e " v Q | [ h ( t + v ) - h ( t + s + v ) ] l { n + 1 < N } + 
o L 
h(t+v) l { n + 1 < N } A°Vm(n+ei,0) + 
[h(t+s+v)-h(t+v)] l{n+1<N} [-A2t+vlVm(n,0)] + 
[M1(n1+l)-/i1(n1)][-5sVm(n+e2,t+v)] + px (n1)A|Vm<n-e1+e2 ,t+v) + 
[M2(n2+l)-/i2(n2)]A|Vm(n,t+v) + yu2 (n2 )A|Vm (n-e2 , t+v) + 
[Q - h(t+s+v) l { n + 1 < N ) - ^ (^+1) - /i2(n2+l)] A|Vm(n,t+v)|dv. 
Here the -A2Vm(.) term is nonnegative but estimated from above by 1 as per 
induction hypothesis (25) for z=m. Hence, as before, by substituting this 
upper estimate, combining it with the first negative term which is exactly 
equal to its coëfficiënt up to sign, applying the hypotheses: AfVm(.)^0 
and -6sVm(.)<0 and recalling (17) we conclude: A|Vm+1(.)<0. 
Conversely, by deleting the nonnegative -A|(.) term, applying -5sVm(.)>-l 
and A|Vm(.)^-l as per hypotheses and noting that all terms between braces 
{.} then sum up to -1 by virtue of (17), we obtain: A3Vm+1 (. )>-l. 
Inequality (26) is thus proven for z=m+l. 
By induction the proof of the lemma is hereby completed. D 
By result 3.1 and 3.2 we thus conclude: 
Corollary 3.3 Assuming that h(t) is nondecreasing in t we have under (21): 
(31) |g-g| < 25 
- 15 -
Remarks (Nondecreasing h(t)) 
(i) Note that only h(t) and not h(t) is required to be nondecreasing for 
corollary 3.3. For example, with h(t)=/x we can so investigate the effect of 
small deviations, as modeled by h(t), from an exponential input assumption. 
(ii) The assumption of a nondecreasing failure rate h(t) is quite real-
istic. For instance, one can think of an arrival as representing a broken 
down component where the rate of a component to go down increases by its 
lifetime. 
(iii) Extensions of result 3.2 relaxing that h(t) is not necessarily 
nondecreasing do seem possible along the same lines, but will be 
technically more complex. Particularly, a weighted mixture of decreasing 
and nondecreasing failure rates does seem possible. 
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